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the anti gmo campaign s dangerous war on science - last week i wrote about the anti science campaign being waged by
opponents of the use of genetically modified organisms in agriculture in that post i, between the gender lines the science
of transgender - science in the news opening the lines of communication between research scientists and the wider
community, controversial issues in the science classroom - teaching students how to consider some of the most difficult
science issues of our time will better prepare them to be scientifically literate citizens, lecture to oxford farming
conference 3 january 2013 - as apposed to the 100 entirely untested natural products you think are safer but which have
seen a rapid rise in peanut general nut allergies siliacs disease, skeptic reading room how we know global warming is
real - dr tapio schneider discusses the science behind human induced climate change he is a climate scientist and
professor of environmental science and, the fallacies of moralism and moral aestheticism - the fallacies of moralism and
moral aestheticism after friedrich schiller leonard nelson camille paglia robert hughes the fallacy of moralism, human
knowledge foundations and limits - fideisms judaism is the semitic monotheistic fideist religion based on the old
testament s 1000 600 bce rules for the worship of yahweh by his chosen people the, noaa data tampering approaching 2
5 degrees the - noaa s us temperature record shows that us was warmest in the 1930 s and has generally cooled as co2
has increased this wrecks greenhouse gas theory, who designed the designer common sense atheism - let me be clear
i agree that god did it is a terrible horrible no good very bad explanation for complexity or well pretty much anything, future
history atomic rockets - first go to the tough guide to the known galaxy and read the entry future history the read the tv
trope s standard sci fi history you might also want to read the, republicans brains are wired to deny science reality - why
are we so irrational mooney makes the case that reasoning didn t evolve to make us good logicians but to make us
persuasive speakers finding evidence to, 1723 reasons christianity is false 1723 reasons - to bypass the introductory
remarks and go straight to the list of reasons click the link below list of reasons please send comments to kyroot yahoo com,
the poisoned needle by eleanor mcbean whale to - chapter ii smallpox declined before vaccination was enforced to
mistake inferences or axioms for facts has been a curse of science sir clifford albutt in nature, time to call out the anti gmo
conspiracy theory mark lynas - i think the controversy over gmos represents one of the greatest science communications
failures of the past half century millions possibly billions of, science creation and evolutionism refutation of nas - science
creation and evolutionism published 8 february 2008 gmt 10 response to the latest anticreationist agitprop from the us
national academy of sciences nas, the fine tuning argument generalized - religious believers often claim that the universe
is fine tuned for life and that this is evidence of god in fact this might be the modern believer s favorite, is hiv really the
cause of aids are there really only - is hiv really the cause of aids are there really only a few scientists who doubt this over
2 000 scientists medical professionals authors and, why grains are unhealthy mark s daily apple - anti nutrients lectins
gluten phytates humans aren t designed to eat grains grains even whole grains are not healthy find out why grains are
unhealthy, the trouble with atheism documentary heaven - the trouble with atheism is an hour long documentary on
atheism presented by rod liddle it aired on channel 4 in december 2006 the documentary focuses, global warming policy
hoax versus dodgy science roy - global warming policy hoax versus dodgy science november 17th 2016 by roy w
spencer ph d, social science history biographical literature reviews - summaries and reviews linked to a bibliography of
social science history, the case against antipsychotics review of their effects - i decided to lay out in as succinct a
manner as i could the case against antipsychotics by simply reporting on psychiatry s own research, right is the new left
slate star codex - content warning some ideas that might make you feel anxious about your political beliefs epistemic
status very speculative and not necessarily endorsed, generation rescue and fourteen studies respectful - respectful
insolence a statement of fact cannot be insolent the miscellaneous ramblings of a surgeon scientist on medicine quackery
science and pseudoscience
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